It’s nearly scandalous. We get phone calls during spring for a variety of service reasons. Sometimes the whole repair could’ve been avoided if you’d been listening to your AC’s secrets. Here’s what I mean:

Funny noises that aren’t funny.
Sometimes a homeowner will hear these at start up, but then they go away, so they assume all is ‘ok.’ Then the noises last longer or get louder, and most homeowners have numbed themselves into believing, “Oh, it just does that.”

Could be a loose damper, which is very easily fixed. Or maybe a bearing is going bad. A tiny little ball designed to reduce friction has quit doing that, and the machine is screaming in protest for some attention. If you don’t fix it the machine can and will often self-destruct the bearing assembly.

As you would imagine, not cheap. Yet if caught in time, a shot of lubricant or another quick fix could’ve avoided the whole thing.

“My house is having hot flashes.”
This is your AC whispering for a little TLC. When one room is warmer than another – by say more than 3 degrees – that means there’s a correctable flaw in the system. Blockage, duct venting or maybe a different diffuser could take care of this annoyance very easily.

The thing is, don’t “just get used to it” when you’re paying to be comfortable in your home! Seriously, let us check it out. This is what we do.

Bottom Line: The longer you ignore your AC’s little secrets, the more they grow to potentially drain your wallet. So let us come out to help soothe your system and bring you the comfort you both deserve. All it takes is a good listener.
Portion Control

When it comes to food, self-discipline is a struggle. How can you watch what you eat when restaurants serve up entrees and sides that are over-sized for what most of us should consume?

Go halfway – When you’re served a large plate of food, make the decision to eat only half of it – and take the other half home for another meal.

Eat slowly – Put your fork down and take a breath. Enjoy the food in front of you and the company around you.

— THE GOOD LIFE —

The Beauty of Biking

Ready to enjoy the beauty of the great outdoors? There’s nothing quite like feeling the wind in your hair and the sunshine on your face – especially after the extra time indoors this winter.

— TAKE THAT! (AND THIS TOO!) —

NO INTEREST ‘til January 2021 or up to $1,000 Trade Allowance on your old unit! See Page 4 For More Details
Jackson & Sons at 919-734-9611

When Older Isn’t Wiser...

The older your heating and cooling system gets, the less it knows how to save you money on energy and repairs. Let us come out for a completely FREE, no-obligation survey of your equipment – and show how much a new one could save you.

Jackson & Sons at 919-734-9611

— THE GOOD LIFE —

How to Keep Your Cool

Springtime temperatures create built-in benefits for enjoying indoor comfort while conserving energy. Try these tips to make the most of lower energy costs:

Add Ventilation – During moderate temperatures, natural ventilation is your best strategy for saving on energy, so fling open the windows and enjoy the fresh air. The use of well-placed fans will keep the air moving breezily through your rooms.

Reduce Heat – Watch how appliances and lighting heat up your home. Something to consider – the Department of Energy says that only 10-15 percent of the electricity used by incandescent lights actually produces light; the rest produces heat. Turn off fixtures you aren’t using.

Watch Your Settings – When you do turn on your air conditioner for seasonal comfort, choose your thermostat setting wisely. According to the DOE, you can save up to 1 percent for each degree you set the temperature back for eight hours or longer. For example, if you run your air conditioner at 78 degrees instead of 72, you can save between 6 – 18 percent on your cooling bill. A programmable thermostat will monitor these settings for you.

When it comes to food, self-discipline is a struggle. How can you watch what you eat when restaurants serve up entrees and sides that are over-sized for what most of us should consume?
1) **Biking around** your neighborhood or to work produces endorphins that provide a sense of well-being to get you through your day.

2) **Biking strengthens your thighs, hips – and tush!** When biking up hills, arms and upper body become stronger, too.

3) **People with back pains, muscle strains, knee or foot problems can find relief.** Biking is gentle on joints and preserves cartilage. It’s an excellent way to stay active. Not great with balance? Try a three-wheeled bicycle for those who need a little extra support.

4) **Ride instead of drive.** If you are close enough to work or school, take your bike instead of the car. You’ll save loads on gas and may even drop a few pounds.

The benefits of exercise extend beyond your wallet with better overall health. So get active this spring!

---

**Share –** If you’re out with a friend, share an appetizer and an entrée. It’s cost-effective and most restaurants don’t object (or will say so on the menu). Plus, sharing food has the side benefit of creating comradery.

---

**Three Super Foods for Spring**

The sense of renewal that comes with spring can also extend to mealtime. Healthy foods can be quite tasty and reward you with energy and enjoyment. Here are just three of many great options for your next trip to the grocery store:

**Asparagus** – The spear of choice for delicious meals, it’s loaded with nutrients, including vitamins A, C, E and K, and is a source of fiber, folic acid and antioxidants. It’s good roasted, grilled or in stir-fry.

**Strawberries** – Just one serving has half of your daily recommended dose of Vitamin C, making these a spring staple. You’ll also get other immune system boosters like lutein and the cancer-fighting ellagic acid.

**Spinach** – This green, leafy vegetable has always had a healthy reputation, and for good reason. It’s full of vitamin C, iron, vitamin B6, magnesium and potassium.

---

**Growing Your Flower Power**

It’s that time of year – spring is ready to burst upon us (and our lawns!). If you want your garden looking fresh as ever this season, check out these floral favorites for adding powerful dashes of color:

**Grape Hyacinth** – With its luscious, grape-like features and sturdy stalks, these purple spring bulbs are a “must have” in this year’s spring collection. Growing conditions include full sun to partly shaded and well-drained soil.

**Lilac** – For that familiar spring fragrance you know and love, be sure to mix in some lilacs. Not only are they noted for their sweet scent, but they also come in all shapes and sizes to fit in your garden space! Growing conditions include full sun and well-drained soil.

**Daffodil** – If it’s spring, it’s time for a bright field of yellow daffodils. With their sunny charm and delightful fragrance, these beauties create happy floral scenes in any landscape. Growing conditions are full sun and well-drained soil.
Our winter was packed with all sorts of opportunities to help folks like you with fast repairs and routine service. Some of you are enjoying the start of this season knowing that you have a trustworthy and highly efficient new system to keep you comfortable.

As we’ve said, the best way to avoid future problems is to have your cooling and heating equipment tuned up before the start of the next busy season. So, please call to schedule yours before we’re booked.

Sincerely,

Danny Jackson

Danny Jackson

---

Do you have a nozzle attached to your water hose? By applying a nozzle, you receive the benefits of watering plants without destroying them. The nozzle should be interchangeable with different features that range from gentle showers to jet powers. Try it and see how your plants like it!

---

See Jackson and Sons for complete program eligibility, dates, details and restrictions. Special financing offers valid on qualifying equipment only. All sales must be to homeowner in the United States. Void where prohibited.

*The Home Projects® Visa® credit card is issued by Wells Fargo Financial National Bank, an Equal Housing credit card is issued by Wells Fargo financial National Bank, and Equal Housing Lender. Special terms for 0% interest till January 2021 apply to qualifying purchases charged with approved credit at participating merchants. The special term APR will continue to apply until all qualifying purchases are paid in full. The monthly payment for this purchase will be the amount that will pay for the purchase in full in equal payments during the promotional (special terms) period. The apr for Purchases will apply to certain fees such as late payment fee or if you use the card for other transactions. For new accounts, the APR for Purchases is 28.99%. If you are charged interest in any billing cycle, the minimum interest charge will be $1.00. If you use the card for cash advances the cash advance fee is 5.00% of the amount of the cash advance, but not less than $10.00. This information is accurate as of 01/06/2016 and is subject to change. For current information, call 800-431-5921. Offer expires May 30, 2016.